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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to Short Text Conversation 

In recent years, the widespread use of social media, like Twitter and micro-blogs, has enabled data-driven approaches to Short Text 

Conversation (STC) [1]. STC involves short exchanges, often between humans (referred to as "post") and computers (referred to as 

"comment"). It contributes significantly to the field of STC. Two main approaches for STC are retrieval-based methods and 

generation-based methods [2][3][4]. Retrieval-based methods select relevant responses, while generation-based methods train 

models to generate comments, offering novelty compared to retrieval-based ones. Retrieval-based STC is similar to Information 

Retrieval (IR) tasks, whereas generation-based methods offer coherent but often generic responses due to a lack of grounding 

knowledge. The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) sequence-to-sequence model is foundational for STC. It tends to produce 

uniform, less informative replies [5][6]. To address this, external semantic memory is introduced, enhancing diversity and manual 

semantic manipulation [10][11]. 

1.2 External Memory Guided Sequence to Sequence Learning: 

External memory significantly enhances neural network performance across tasks like question answering, sorting, machine 

translation, and reasoning. It's akin to "data" in a computer's architecture, while "instructions" are typically in the model's weights. 

This approach suggests using memory to store specific instructions, like transformation rules in sequence-to-sequence learning, in 

an external memory accessible to both the neural network and human experts. This creates a novel learning paradigm where both 

concepts and rules are taught to the neural network. 

1.3 Problem Definition 

Short Text Conversation (STC) has gained prominence in recent years, especially on platforms like Twitter and microblogs, for 
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Abstract: Short Text Conversation (STC) is a simplified conversational task consisting of a one-round conversation with two 

short text sequences. The former sequence, typically provided by a human, is known as the "post," while the latter, generated 

by a computer, is referred to as the "comment." STC plays a crucial role in the development of open-domain conversation 

systems. The existing system relies on the traditional sequence-to-sequence approach for STC, which has its limitations. It 

often results in responses lacking diversity and substantial content. Moreover, controlling the topic or semantic relevance of 

the responses can be challenging when using this approach. Additionally, maintaining and managing the dataset can be time-

consuming, and it consumes substantial storage space. Our proposed system introduces an innovative approach by 

incorporating an external memory to represent interoperable topics and semantics. In the realm of STC, there are two major 

frameworks: Retrieval-based methods and Generation-based methods. Generation-based methods involve training a text 

generation model on the STC data and generating responses based on the model's understanding of the given post. The core 

of our system utilizes a Sequence-to-Sequence model for language generation. This model consists of two key components: 

an encoder and a decoder. Specifically, we employ Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) for encoding and Recurrent Neural 

Networks (RNN) for decoding. Our approach called the "External Semantic Memory Guided Sequence-to-Sequence 

Generation Algorithm," is used to train the encoder-decoder model to maximize the likelihood of generating coherent and 

contextually relevant sequences. One of the notable advantages of our proposed system is its ease of dataset management 

and control. This approach significantly reduces the time and storage requirements for generating semantically meaningful 

responses in STC. 

Keywords: Short Text Conversation, Sequence-to-Sequence, External Semantic Memory, Gated Recurrent Units, Recurrent 

Neural Networks, Language Generation, Dataset Management. 
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communication purposes involving posts and responses. The challenge of conveying meaningful messages within the constraint of 

a maximum of 140 characters is noteworthy. However, the existing systems primarily rely on the traditional sequence-to-sequence 

approach, which often falls short in terms of diversity and generating meaningful responses. This approach struggles to control the 

topics and the semantic quality of responses among multiple generated candidates. To address these issues, a novel generation-based 

approach is employed. This approach leverages RNN-based models to adaptively encode the input post into a fixed-length vector 

and subsequently employs a decoder to generate comments word-by-word. Generation methods involve training a text generation 

model on STC data, allowing the generation of fresh comments from the provided post, ultimately enhancing both diversity and 

substantive responses. 

1.4 Existing System 

Conventional Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) models have been widely employed in the field of answer generation for 

conversations. However, the specific requirements for various communication contexts vary significantly. For instance, customer 

services demand precise and dependable responses, while chatbots favor a variety of responses to engage a diverse user base. The 

current Seq2Seq model often falls short of meeting these intricate requirements, as it relies on optimizing responses based on a 

general, average probability. Consequently, it frequently yields generic responses like 'I don't know.' This existing system utilizes a 

traditional sequence-to-sequence approach for Short Text Conversation (STC), resulting in limited diversity and a lack of substantial 

responses. This approach struggles with controlling the topic and semantic quality of responses among multiple generated 

candidates. Additionally, the dataset management presents challenges, making updates and control cumbersome, and the response 

generation process time-consuming. The disadvantages of the current system can be summarized as follows: 

1. Repetition of user questions. 

2. Difficulty in managing the dataset. 

3. Lengthy and cumbersome dataset training and updates. 

4. Time-consuming response generation. 

1.5 Objectives 

The main objective is to 

1. Provide semantic reply for the post. 

2. To achieve Diversity and Substantiality. 

3. To optimize time and space for the post. 

4. To improve the overall performance of the system. 

1.6 Proposed system 

The proposed framework introduces an external memory system to represent versatile topics and semantics in short text 

conversations. Short text conversation primarily employs two main frameworks: retrieval-based methods and generation-based 

methods. Retrieval-based methods seek existing statements from the STC training corpus, while generation methods train the STC 

model to generate new comments. The sequence-to-sequence model, comprising two encoder and decoder sections, is used for text 

generation. The encoder utilizes Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), and the decoder employs Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). External 

Semantic Memory Guided sequence-to-sequence generation algorithm enhances decoder training to improve sequence generation 

likelihood. The encoder part encodes variable-length input into a fixed-length vector, and the decoder generates variable-length 

output word by word. However, this approach faces the vanishing gradient problem with long inputs. To address this, a soft setup 

mechanism enables the decoder to access all encoder's hidden vectors, ensuring relevant input components are considered during 

word generation. This system leverages an external semantic memory, which can be manually manipulated to introduce new 

semantics, offering rich diversity in comment generation. The thesis introduces a modern sequence-to-sequence approach to STC 

learning. The external semantic memory consists of a tensor comprising matrices that describe comment sentence semantics. Each 

matrix represents possible comment sentences related to a specific semantic key. These matrices form a basis for sentence 

embeddings, creating an extensive semantic comment space. During generation, a semantic key is extracted from the input sequence, 

used to create a comment sentence from the external memory, and combined with post sequence embedding in a sequence-to-

sequence model to generate the final comment. This approach provides interpretative control over statement topics and semantics 

by manipulating the semantic keys. 

The following are the advantages of the proposed system: 

1. Repeated response can be avoided by the admin. 

2. Semantic reply can be generated by the system. 

3. Time consumption is reduced. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

External memory systems have made a resurgence in deep learning [1][2], playing a significant role in the success of neural network-

based systems. These memories extend the conventional representation of data instances, offering greater flexibility in instance 

representation format, space limitations, and information access methods. Unlike traditional computers, neural network instructions 

are developed through a learning process, with weights adjusted using learning algorithms. The "Guided Sequence-to-Sequence 

(GUIDED-SEQ2SEQ) learning" framework leverages memory to store parts of the instructions, particularly transformation rules. 

Additionally, it employs a hybrid addressing strategy for rule execution. 

Creating computer systems for general-purpose conversations is a challenging task. While sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) models 

have gained popularity in data-driven applications, they often produce short, generic, or incoherent responses. The Neural 

Responding Machine (NRM) is an answer generator based on neural networks that uses an encoder-decoder framework. NRM is 

trained on substantial one-round conversation data, producing grammatically correct and content-specific responses, outperforming 

other models in the same environment. 

In natural language processing, neural network models have shown promise, yet their applicability in various tasks remains an 

ongoing challenge. Recent work has introduced new neural network models for tasks like machine translation, improving 

performance over traditional statistical machine translation (SMT) methods. These models, such as RNN Encoder-Decoder, achieve 

high-quality translations and sensible representations of phrases and sentences. Neural networks are expanding the boundaries of 

their use in text modeling. 

Text generation is a key component in various natural language processing tasks, including machine translation, speech recognition, 

and image captioning. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks, a special type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), are 

particularly well-suited for this task, predicting the next term in a sequence. LSTM demonstrates potential in predicting the next 

point in a sequence. A proposed Bangla Text Generator with LSTM achieves satisfactory precision. 

Communication between humans and computers is a challenging area of artificial intelligence, particularly in short text conversation. 

Retrieval-based and generation-based systems are two main approaches, but they have their limitations. An ensemble of open-

domain retrieval and generation-based dialog systems has shown significant improvements, outperforming individual components. 

In the field of natural language generation, Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) models have been widely adopted. Language 

modeling, paraphrase detection, and word embedding are areas where deep neural networks have shown great success. However, 

generative models often face limitations, such as in handling long sentences. Innovative techniques like dilated CNNs and the use 

of external facts aim to overcome these challenges and have shown improvements in language modeling. 

In short text classification, which has gained prominence due to the exponential growth of short text on the internet, classifying 

short text is challenging due to its sparse nature, syntactic structure, and colloquial language. There is a need for effective algorithms 

to address these challenges, but the existing algorithms lack comprehensive reviews. 

Neural machine translation techniques have been introduced to create a single neural network that jointly optimizes translation 

outputs. These encoder-decoder models have shown great promise in improving the quality of translations. The inclusion of soft 

alignment mechanisms further improves translation quality. 

The study of short text conversation focuses on developing models that can return rational responses to human messages. It leverages 

vast social media conversation data and introduces a retrieval-based model to perform this task effectively. 

Task-oriented dialog systems have become more prevalent in recent years, and end-to-end models using RNNs are gaining 

popularity. The Hybrid Code Network (HCN) is an efficient end-to-end model, exemplified in a multi-language hospital receptionist 

robot. 

The field of text generation has been advanced through the use of probabilistic language models and Sequence-to-Sequence 

(Seq2Seq) models. Seq2Seq models condition responses on the conversation history and external "facts," enhancing their versatility 

and applicability in open-domain settings. 

Neural networks have demonstrated their effectiveness in tasks like object recognition and sentiment analysis. These networks can 

be applied to natural language processing tasks, with the proposed methods offering novel techniques to improve performance. 

The Multi-Resolution Recurrent Neural Network, which models natural language generation as two parallel stochastic processes, 

has shown promise in improving the quality of responses in dialog systems. It demonstrates superiority in both the Ubuntu technical 

support domain and Twitter conversations. 

Humans use complex memory systems to access and interpret important information. This concept has influenced the design of 

memory-augmented neural networks, such as LSTMs, which enhance memory capacity, deal with fading gradients, and allow the 

comparison of events over time. 

3. SHORT TEXT CONVERSATION 

3.1 Short Text Conversation (STC) 
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Natural language communication is one of the most difficult artificial intelligence issues, which includes language comprehension, 

reasoning, and the use of common-sense knowledge. Recently due to the stormy growth of microblogging services such as Twitter 

and Weibo, the amount of conversation data available on the web has extremely increased. That makes it possible to attack the 

conversation using a data-driven approach. Instead of multiple rounds of conversation, the task at hand, called Short-Text 

Conversation (STC), considers only one round of conversation in which two short texts form each round, the former being an input 

(referred to as a post) from a user and the latter a answer from the machine. The STC research could shed light on understanding 

the complicated mechanism of conversation in natural language. The short text cap is 140 characters; the meaning of the text is 

difficult to understand. 

3.2 Sequence-to-Sequence Learning for STC 

In the field of machine translation, sequence to sequence learning is also referred to as the encoder- decoder framework. The method 

employs a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), usually a Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM) or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 

to map the input sequence to a fixed dimensionality vector, and then another RNN to decode the target sequence from the vector. 

𝑧𝑡= σ (𝑤𝑧𝑥𝑡+𝑈𝑧ℎ𝑡−1) ----------- (1) 

˜ ℎ𝑡= tanh (w𝑥𝑡 +u (𝑟𝑡 ∗ ℎ𝑡−1)   ----------- (2) 

ℎ𝑡 =𝑧𝑡 ∗ ℎ𝑡−1 + (1 −  𝑧𝑡) ∗ ℎ𝑡 -----------(3) 

where 𝑥𝑡 is the input word embedding vector input word at time t, ht is the hidden state vector output hidden state vector, ℎ𝑡is the 

reset vector output, 𝑟𝑡 is the update gate output vector, W and U are weight matrices and denotes element-wise product output. GRU 

will take a variable-length sequence of vectors {𝑥1···𝑥𝑇} from the above formula, and convert them to a fixed-length vectorℎ𝑇. This 

recurring characteristic of the calculation makes it suitable for modeling sequences. 

The encoder part in sequence-to-sequence training is usually a standard GRU for mapping a sequence into a context vector of a 

fixed-size sentence level. Conversely, the decoder takes the context vector as an additional input and generates word by word 

output sequence. With the exception of using the background vector is additional data, the decoder GRU formula is identical to 

equations (1) to (3). For example provided the encoder output vector ℎ𝑇 as the decoder equation (1) may be rewritten as 

𝑟𝑡= σ(𝑤𝑟𝑥𝑡+ 𝑈𝑟ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝐶𝑟𝑐𝑡 ) ------- (4) 

Where C is weight matrix of context vector and 𝑐𝑡=ℎ𝑡. 

Figure 1 explains the sequence to sequence approach in which it reads input from user and encodes the input into fixed length vector, 

and generates sequence output in the form of normal text. By using generation based approach, it generates new reply for post. 

 

Figure 1. Sequence-to-Sequence Learning for Generation-Based STC 
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3.3 Input and Output Sequences have the Same Length   

When both input sequences and output sequences have the same length, it can implement such models simply with LSTM or GRU 

layer. The example script shows how to teach a RNN learn to add numbers, encoded as character strings: 

 

Figure 2. Example for Input and Output having Same Length 

One caveat for this approach is that it assumes that target [ ... t] given input [ ... t] can be generated. That works in some cases ( e.g. 

adding digit strings), but doesn't work in most cases of use. In the general case, information is needed on the entire input sequence 

to start generating the target sequence. 

3.4 Input Sequence and Output Sequence having Different Lengths 

In the general case, input sequences and output sequences have different lengths (e.g. machine translation) and the entire input 

sequence is required in order to start predicting the target. This requires a more advanced setup, which people commonly refer to 

when mentioning "sequence to sequence models" with no further context. 

A layer of RNN serves as a "encoder" that processes the input sequence and returns its own internal state. Dispose of the RNN 

encoder outputs, only to recover the state. In the next step this state will serve as the decoder's "sense," or "conditioning." 

Another RNN layer acts as a "decoder" it is trained to predict the next target sequence characters, given the previous target sequence 

characters. Specifically, it is learned to transform the target sequences into the same sequences but offset in the future by a one-time 

step, in this sense is a training method called "teacher pushing." Importantly, the encoder uses the state vectors from the encoder as 

the initial state, which is how the decoder gets details on what to produce.  

 

Figure 3. Example for Input and Output having Different Lengths 

Figure 3 explains the example for input and output having different lengths, in which the length of the input is different from output. 

Here the input is “the weather is nice” converts it into standard encode form by using LSTM encoder and perform action on input 

and decode the standard input into normal decoder form which is easily understandable by users. The LSTM decoder is used to 

predict the semantic reply. 

3.5   Decode Unknown Input Sequences 

It has some slight different process general process in which having same length and different lengths 

1. Encode the input sequence into state vectors. 

2. Start with a target sequence of size 1 (just the start-of-sequence character). 

3. Feed the decoder with the state vectors and 1-char target sequence to produce predictions about the next character. 

4. Sample the next character using these predictions (simply use argmax). 

5. Append the sampled character to the target sequence6. Repeat until we generate the end-of- sequence character or we hit 

the character limit. 
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Figure 4. Example for Decode Unknown Input Sequence 

Figure 4 illustrates an example of unknown input sequence decoding in which the user receives the input "the weather is nice." Using 

LSTM encoder, converts the input into standard encoded form. Repeat the process until the exact decoder for an encoder is predicted. 

Using LSTM decoder generates correct semantic response. 

3.6 External Memory Guided Sequence to Sequence Learning: 

A tensor is constructed in the form of a list of matrices to represent the semantics of the comment sentences, referred to as external 

semantic memory. Each matrix represents all possible sentences of comments that correspond to a specific semantic key. Each of 

the matrix's row vectors forms a sentence embedding basis and all of the row vectors span the semantic key's entire commentary 

space. A semantic key is extracted from the input sequence during generation, and used to construct a comment sentence embedded 

from the external memory. Then the final comment is generated using the external memory embedding, as well as the post sequence 

embedding with a sequence-to - sequence model. The topics or the meanings of the statement can be interpretably controlled by 

manipulating the semantic keys. 

Figure 5 describes the general context for the generation of checkable short-text conversations External Memory, information 

storage and retrieval. Initially, the system reads the user input and encodes it into a fixed-length vector with the use of semantic 

key mapper. First it stores semantic key in short-term memory and the remaining information is stored in external memory and 

produces user response. Using addressing, the semantic key is applied to output. Finally, it provides an response to the 

question of the user. 

3.7 General Framework 

External Semantic Memory Driven Sequence-to-Sequence Learning system is composed of three components: encoder E, decoder 

D, and external Memory. The standard encoder-decoder system incorporates an external memory, which is supposed to be 

constructed using massive volumes of data. This research typically focuses on the basic semantic keys (e.g. keyword or topic) of a 

sentence and then, given our target or context knowledge (memory), thinks about the relevant semantics and finally composes a 

answer sentence based on the newly written semantic output. Using the external semantic memory module we simulate this process. 

First get the output semantic key when generating a response, and address the memory blocks to get the output embedding. 

Finally, the decoder model produces the statement based on both the embedding of the input post and the embedding of the output 

phrase extracted from the external memory. 

 

Figure 5.General Framework for the Generation of Controllable Short-Text Communication with External Memory 
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3.8 External Semantic Memory Construction 

The content of each memory block is a matrix that includes embedded K representative statement sentence corresponding to a 

particular semantic output key. The "semantic key" may be represented by either a keyword (one-hot vector) or an embedding vector 

subject. The address of each block of memory is the index of the semantic key associated to the output. In the case of keyword-

based representation, this is the single-hot vector keyword index. In the case of an embedding vector topic, the vector quantization 

is first applied to describe the embedding space topic. The semantic key index is the resulting code book index, then. Semantic 

output keys can be obtained by mapping the semantic input keys using the semantic key mapper S. 

There are two different approaches used for constructing external memory data. 

3.8.1 Encoder-decoder 

The standard sequence-to - sequence learning (with or without attention) can be pre-trained given parallel STC data where both 

posts and comments are available. Here, data that vary from data for directed external semantic memory training in order to integrate 

external information, but data from similar corpus is preferred. Once the training has been completed, the decoder is discarded and 

only the encoder is used to convert all comments in the training data into embedding sentences. Ideally, want to encode the 

post-comment pair information and the link between posts and comments. We believe that using the encoder trained in encoding 

comments from post-comment pairs can capture the knowledge and relationship in some way. In addition, it is also consistent with 

the generation process because the encoder side uses the external semantic memory. 

3.8.2 Auto-encoder 

When the post-comment pairs are not available, large quantities of non-parallel sentences such as news, novel, or any other text 

materials can also be used to incorporate richer external knowledge. Here, the auto encoder is trained on non-parallel data set and 

the data is translated into embedded sentences. 

3.9 Encoder-decoder External Semantic Memory Training: 

External memory construction, the training procedure can be divided into two parts: pre-processing data and end-to - end encoder-

decoder training. 

3.9.1 Data Preprocessing: 

In the memory construction, one sentence can be put in multiple semantic key classes. Also, the training data are processed under 

the same rule. Since the training corpus is post-comment pairs (i.e. input and output sentences), the training pairs are sorted according 

to their semantic keys. There are two advantages to this filtering: 1) more convenient for mini-batch training; 2) more likely to filter 

out some generic responses. 

3.9.2 End-to-End Training and Generation: 

The external semantic memory is fixed during training; hence, it is essentially an additional input to the decoder. The remaining 

model components are a standard carefully designed encoder-decoder structure. Choose one reply-side semantic key group from the 

training data at random, and then build the mini-batch. Note that its external memory address, i.e. relevant semantic comment-side 

key, was already known for each sample pair. The encoder-decoder target function is defined as 

 

 

One type of external memory device is the encoder-decoder model (ESED) that is controlled by external semantic memory. This 

model is used for constructing external memory: the simple sequence to sequence model (S2S) the sequence-to-sequence with 

attention (Atten) and an auto- encoder (AutoED) trained only on the comments (this can be seen as using non-parallel corpus). It is 

a 1-layer GRU with embedded word in 400 dimensions and concealed state vector in 800 dimensions. Nouns, adjectives and idioms 

are used as the keys to the semantic keys. With a uniform distribution between -0.05 and 0.05 all parameters are initialized. Adam 

optimizer[33] with an initial learning rate of 0.0004 is used. The size of the Mini-Batch is set to 64. Replace the model HRED 

(Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder) with LSTM, and use nouns and adjectives as keywords. All of these models are 

conditioned to achieve the best true perplexity in multiple epochs. During generation search for beams is used. It is worth noting 

that multiple semantic input keys are used in turn for the generation of multiple comment candidates for ESED. 
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4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Figure 6. Architecture for Short Text Conversation 

 

Figure 6 describes the present working machine architecture, in which it primarily includes two essential phases of user operation 

and admin operation. User login to program initially by giving user name and password. The user may start conversation after 

logging in, which is stored in the database and handled by the admin. Also, the user sends reply to someone's post and see reply for 

his post and also sends feedback. Admin can do actions such as manually adding data to the database, viewing the responses and 

viewing the updates. 

4.1 Training Dataset 

User sends the text conversation which is stored in database and maintained by admin. The data in the training process aims to form 

the classification model. The testing process is the process to test the results of the classification based on the model that has been 

obtained. The first process is preprocessing data. The Preprocessing of the training data and testing is separately performed to 

simplify the further process. Preprocessing is carried out on the early stage before the process of training (using training data) and 

before the process of testing (using the testing data). 

4.2 Text Classification 

Data mining process or text classification is used for semantic reply. For short, text is sparse with a low number of features and 

doesn’t provide enough word co-occurrence. That is why preprocessing the data is particularly important in short text classification; 

stop word removal (i.e. the removal of words that carry no useful information for the classification task) and stemming (i.e. the 

conversion of words into their roots or stems), are useful techniques for reducing the data deficiency and shrinking the feature space. 

Also, short text usually doesn’t provide enough background information for a good similarity measure between different short texts. 

The main process in the training data set is comparing the user text conversation. 

4.3 Process 

The system generally consists of four phases: encoding, external memory, short term memory and decoding. 

Encoder: 

The recurrent neural network encoder decoder has become an effective and standard approach to sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) 

prediction in general. 

Usually the encoder part is a standard GRU, to map a sequence into a context vector of a fixed-size sentence level. The RNN encoder 

reads the sequence of inputs and generates a fixed-size context vector that represents a semantic summary of the input sequence. 

Initially, the user receives the input and each time step accepts a single element of the input sequence, processes it, collects 

information for that element, and propagates it. 
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Figure 7. Example of Proposed System 

Figure 7 explains the example of a proposed system in which, initially it receives input from user and encodes the input. It is divided 

into two forms: one is keyword and the other is general description. The description is to be stored in external memory. The key 

words are stored in short term memory. The short term memory consists of two parts: symbol and distributed. In symbol, it 

stores key words and in distributed, it stores both encoder and decoder data. Finally, it produces the reply. 

External Rule memory: 

External Rule memory is essential for the success of recurrent neural network based systems on many tasks such as question-

answering, classification, and machine translation and reasoning. In all those models, the memory is used to store instance 

representations of multiple levels, analogous to “data” in computer, while the instructions are stored in the weights. The neural 

network and human experts can access this memory, and serve as an interface. 

External memory is for the registration of rules on how to process input. The rule consists of pairing input and output series with 

choice of having common variable in them. The model first finds an application rule from its memory given an input sequence, and 

uses it to extract substring from the input using a pointer network. RNN then generates output sequence. 

Short term memory: 

Short term memory is a recurring artificial neural network used in deep learning. It is also referred to as active memory, it is the 

ability to hold data, but not to manipulate data, a small amount of information in an active mind, and it is readily available for a 

short time. The short-term memory is divided into two parts: distributed and symbol. 

Distributed: 

In distributed part, it can store both encoded and decoded information. It receives the input from encoder and generates 

output in the form of decoder. 

Symbol: 

Short text conversation is used with semantic key to generate seq2seq generation. In short-term memory the semantic key can be 

stored. Short term memory is divided into two fields: symbol and description. The symbol will store semantic key in it adding to 

the final output this semantic keyword. 

Decoder: 

The context of the fixed- vector size can be provided as the Decoder RNN's initial state, or it can be connected to the hidden units 

at each time step. The number of Encoder and Decoder time steps involved need not be identical. A decoder network then uses this 

internal representation to output words until it has reached the end of the sequence token. Both the encoder and the decoder are used 

for LSTM networks. 

 

Figure 8. Encoding and Decoding process 
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Figure 8 explains the encoding decoding process, it receives input and encodes into fixed vector which is machine understandable 

language, decode the fixed length vector, generates reply and display the output. 

 

5. METHODOLOGY : 

5. 1 External Semantic Memory Guided Sequence-to-Sequence Learning algorithm: 

The Directed Sequence-to - Sequence Learning System for External Semantic Memory consists of three components: an encoder E, 

a decoder D and an external Memory. The construction of external memory is independent of the encoder-decoder training. Generic 

gradient descend algorithm can be used to train the encoder-decoder model provided an external memory. 

5.2 Encoder-decoder 

Given parallel STC data, where both posts and comments are available, standard sequence-to - sequence learning can be pre-trained 

(with or without attention). Here, data can vary from data for directed external semantic memory training in order to integrate 

external information, but data from similar corpus is preferred. Once the training has been completed, the decoder is discarded and 

only the encoder is used to convert all comments in the training data into embedding sentences. Ideally, we want to encode the post-

comment pair information and the link between posts and comments. The information and interaction can be captured in some way 

by using the encoder learned from post-comment pairs to encode comments. In addition, it is also consistent with the generation 

process because the encoder side uses the external semantic memory. 

5.3 Algorithm: 

• Receive an input post 

• Convert post to a word embedding sequence 𝑥1:𝑇. 

• Extract the input semantic key 𝑘(𝑖) 

• Map it to output semantic key 𝑘(0) = 𝑠(𝑘(𝑖)) 

• Find associated memory block matrix m. 

• Encode post using the encoder p, 𝑐1:𝑇= E(𝑥1:𝑇). 

• Read memory context vector from the external semantic memory r = R(m,p). 

• Append r to original encoder context vectors 𝐶 ̃= {[𝑐1;𝑟],[𝑐2;𝑟],...,[𝑐𝑡;𝑟]}. 

• Decode to generate comment y = D(p,�̃�). 

5.4 Explanation 

Let 𝑥1:𝑇 = {𝑥1,𝑥2,……..,𝑥𝑇 } represent the words embedded in the text, Where T represents the text length. The encoder module E, 

receives word embeddings, generates a dense representation p of the input post sentence and a set of context vectors,𝑐1:𝑇= {𝑐1, 𝑐2,…., 

𝑐𝑇}. Every memory block’s content is a matrix including K representative comment sentence embedding corresponding to a 

particular semantic output key. The “semantic key” may be represented by either a keyword (one-hot vector) or a topic embedding 

vector. The address of each block of memory is the index of the associated to the output semantic key. In case of keyword based 

representation, the one-hot keyword-based index is vector. In case of an embedding vector topic, the vector quantization is first 

applied to discrete the embedding space topic. The semantic key index is the resulting code book index, then semantic Output keys 

can be obtained by mapping the input semantic keys using the semantic key mapper S, 

it is fed into a semantic key mapper S to convert to the semantic output key 𝑘(0) 

𝑘(0) 
= 𝑠(𝑘(𝑖)

) 

The semantic key mapper S can be trivial, e.g. using the semantic key directly on the input side as the semantic key on the 

answer side, 

i.e.𝑘(0) = 𝑘(𝑖) 

After determining the semantic output key, must use it to index the external semantic memory M.M consists of memory blocks K, 

where K is the number of all possible semantic output keys. Each semantic output key corresponds to a block memory address, or 

index. D denotes the embedding dimension of a sentence. According to the process of memory construction (described below), D 

is equal to the dimensionality of the embedding of the input post. A memory reader R performs reading on the selected memory 

block m to construct an external memory background vector r 

r = R(m,p) 
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Repeat it for each input word instance after obtaining the memory context vector r and add it to the original context c1: T to form 

a new collection of specific context vector C. 

�̃� = {[c1;r],[c2;r],...,[ct;r]} 

During decoding the reply comment (referred to as y) is generated by the decoder D using the context vector from both the post 

sentence and the external semantic memory. The decoder is a uni- directional GRU with a specific background attention mechanism. 

y = D (p,�̃�) 

5.5  Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 

Recurrent Neural Network is commonly called Long-Term Memory (LSTM) network. Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), map the input 

sequence to a fixed-dimensionality vector, and then another RNN to decode the vector target sequence. 

 

where 𝑥𝑡 is the input word embedding vector at time t, ht is the output hidden state vector, ℎ𝑡 is the output hidden state vector, 𝑟𝑡 is 
the output vector of the reset gate, 𝑧𝑡 is the output vector of update 

gate, W and U are weight matrices and  denotes element-wise product. From the formula, GRU can take vector sequence of 

variable -length sequence {𝑥1···𝑥𝑇} from the formula and convert it to a fixed-length vector ℎt. This recurring feature of the 

calculation makes it ideal for modeling sequences. 

The encoder component is typically a regular GRU in sequence-to-sequence training to map sequence into a background vector at 

a fixed-size sentence level. Conversely, the decoder takes the context vector as an additional input and generates word-by-word 

output sequence. 

Figure 9 explains the process of RNN in which it takes input and encode into fixed size vector by using Gated Recurrent Unit 

(GRU). GRU is also called as RNN and perform repeated action on input called as hidden layers after that it can store input in the 

form of fixed size context vector generator. After this, again perform RNN decoder and generate response to the input. 

 

 

Figure 9. Converting Input into Encoder Format and Generating Output Using Decoder 
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                                     Figure 10. Example for Recurrent Neural Network Encoder and Decoder 

The GRU decoder formula is similar to equations (1) to (3) except that the background variable is used as additional data. For 

Example, given as the output vector of the encoder, decoder equation (1) can be rewritten as: 

Where C is the context vector’s weight matrix and   is the context vector at the sentence-level. Using attention 

mechanism, which replace the context vector with a time dependent context vector is commonly used extension of the encoder 

–decoder method. The time based context vector Ct is constructed using weighted sum of all encoder’s hidden state vectors. The 

weights can be viewed as a distribution to describe the significance of all hidden state vectors in the encoder and decoders current 

hidden state vector. The context vector is calculated in many ways, and a popular implementation is used. 

 

Where    and     the encoder and the decoder respectively hidden state vectors, T is the cumulative length of the encoder 

input sequence and is the final background vector at time t. Sequence-to - sequence learning with process of focus has been applied 

effectively to several tasks, such as questions and answers. This was extended to STC, short text communication. The framework 

for the encoder decoder tends to generate both short and dull responses. This phenomenon is due to a conversational nature. Unlike 

machine translation, where source sentence and target sentence convey the same meaning, where the summary text is simply a 

fragment of the source document, the answer to a post in STC will include additional details that does not appear in the post and 

involve an understanding of external knowledge. The additional details can be subjective, provided it is applicable to the article. 

Therefore, multiple suitable responses for one single post may exist. In comparison, target text for machine translation almost always 

differs on the surface level , i.e. lexicon or grammar. 

The distribution of comments in the short text conversation is very complex and highly variable due to the semantic distinction. It 

is difficult for sequence to sequence model to capture the semantic mapping accurately from post to comment, as external 

information may be needed for mapping of this type. In addition, the cross-entropy training criterion, optimizing the KL divergence 

between true data distribution and model distribution, tends to fit all data distribution modes. This tendency makes the model 

distribution mode appear in a less likely region, when the model capacity is lower than the data distribution complexity. Meanwhile 

the perplexity reduction from a sequence-to - sequence model is smaller compared to a language model trained on statement. This 

phenomenon means the post might not provide sufficient information to generate the corresponding comment. Hence, general 

responses without substantiality can be highly likely and often generated. 

To preserve coherence in longer responses, a self-attention mechanism is applied to the decoder, and an earlier stochastic beam-

search algorithm with segment re ranking is implemented to inject diversity into the generation process. Although this kind of 

approach is successful in producing longer and informative answers, the question can not be eased. A general approach to solving 

dull response problem is to provide the decoder with additional information. Uses a topic model to extract specific post subject 

words. These extracted theme words are very important, and are very likely to appear in the answers. The decoder will focus on the 

additional subject words and is allowed to produce the additional subject words. In addition to additional information at word-level 

and exploit additional information at sentence-level, combining the generation model with a model based on retrieval. Retrieves the 

most similar post in the corpus, and takes the corresponding answer to the decoder as another input. Preserves important external 
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information about the person inside the memory network's communication past. The decoder then pays attention to the memory and 

selects the useful information to be produced automatically. 

While due to the additional knowledge these methods improve the model and yield better results, these methods are not controllable. 

The variety of candidates within a beam is considered to be limited when beam search is used during decoding. Consequently, the 

candidates' generated responses of the above methods are generally similar, and differences are mostly at surface level. The 

underlying explanation for missing diversity is that, for the same article, such approaches neglect the fact that multiple suitable 

responses exist. When two people chat, the first person understands what the other person says first, then decides what to answer, 

and expresses it in natural language. The second stage includes external awareness such as common sense, awareness of the context 

and personal preferences. It is the most critical consideration for reaction diversity. An ideal communication structure would imitate 

the cycle of generation under control 

Some related works have been done addressing this issue. The method proposed, provided the article, retrieves few "facts" and then 

takes the supplementary materials for generation. The idea of introducing postage-related external data is very similar to the current 

work. However, this work focuses on the creation of external memory to allow efficient use of external data while focusing more 

on leveraging various variants of the multi-task method. However, they can regulate only the emotion or tense that is important in 

the STC mission, rather than the semantics. 

Until producing the final responses, the semantics of the answer should be sought to mimic the phase of conversation. For open 

domain conversation, however, there is no well-designed semantic representation. Adopt a two-step generation method, and 

consider keyword(s) as an alternate semantic response representation. First it generates a keyword according to point mutual 

knowledge, then it uses the method backward-forward to make the keyword appear in the answer. Proposes an implicit content 

introduction method which implicitly uses the auxiliary cue word information through a hierarchical gated fusion unit. The cue 

words are inserted into the cycle of generation but do not automatically appear in the reply. In comparison, it first generates a 

sequence of keywords, which is the noun sequence of the training response, then generates the final response according to the post 

and sequence of the nouns. The semantic representation in these models is the exact keyword(s). The depiction is very small. What 

we do care about is not the exact keywords, but the contents of the reply that are linked to those keywords. However, because 

multiple keyword sequences from beam search are still identical, these approaches can not address the diversity problem in full. 

5.5 Data set 

The Proposed system uses a short text conversation dataset in real time consisting of I d, category, keyword, and description 

functions. 

Class includes information about the different categories: politics, films, education, sports and work related information, fashion, 

health care information. Keywords play an important role in this dataset, which contains essential knowledge. Based on this 

keyword, the user can extract information because of this keyword, there is no need to check the entire dataset every time and 

generate correct response to the request of the user. The dataset contains the portion of the description in which the full information 

is available. Using semantic key, users can extract all the information they need. 

 

Figure 11. Short Text Conversation Dataset 
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5.6 Diversity and Substantiality Analysis 

The system of work proposes two objective measures of analysis for STC: diversity and substantiality. The diversity and 

substantiality can be easily and directly calculated from the comments generated without knowing the commentary on the reference. 

This avoids the problem that, in the comment text space, the coverage of references can be very small. 

Diversity: 

Reflects the richness of the words in the comments produced and defined as 

 

For all test sentences, the calculation is done by counting the total number of words and the number of uniquely appearing words. 

The underlying assumption here is that the richer the vocabulary generated, the more diverse the comments generated are. It can be 

easily seen from the metric; general answers without substantiality would reduce the metric for diversity. 

Example for Diversity: 

User enters the semantic key as virat, so virat sequence information is displayed as response. 

Response: 

Virat kohli is an Indian international cricketer who currently captains the Indian international team. Aright handed top order 

batsman, kohli is regarded as one of the best batsman in the world. 

Diversity=7/19=0.36 

Substantiality 

Reflects the significant information contained in the replies provided, and is specified as the number of meaningful entities. The 

substantiality extracts entities by identifying, which is relatively limited, names of people, place names and names of organizations. 

Substantiality is the mean word number of the entity per sentence on the test set. 

 

Substantiality =3/4=0.75 

The diversity and substantiality is achieved with external memory using RNN. Both the values of diversity and substantiality 

are below one, and also the values of diversity are less than substantial. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONAND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS : 

This approach introduces a novel method for improving short text conversation tasks. By integrating external semantic memory into 

the encoder-decoder framework (RNN), we effectively address issues related to vague and uninformative responses, resulting in 

more varied and concrete answers. This separation of external memory construction and neural network training permits the use of 

non-parallel datasets, expanding its applicability. Furthermore, our approach allows for the fine-tuning of response semantics by 

manipulating the semantic key mapper, offering a fresh approach to generating richer responses. The combination of external 

memory with neural networks ensures precise semantic responses and reduces system processing time. Looking ahead, the 

challenges of short text communication can be further overcome by exploring other deep learning and data mining techniques. 

Methods employing RNNs, CNNs, and external memory guided sequence-to-sequence learning may provide more efficient 

processing, offering precise semantic replies in less time. Utilizing high-quality datasets will also contribute to achieving more 

accurate results, and the exploration of various deep learning algorithms can yield more substantial and diverse responses to input 

posts. 
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